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March/ April 2021 

Welcome to the March/April 2021 edition of Connections.  Thank you to all the contributors for 
the varied articles—I hope you enjoy reading them. I’m experiencing a strong sense of deja vu as 
Easter approaches. One of the first online services was Palm Sunday 2020 and on Palm Sunday 
we were again watching online. At work I’m re-making recordings of  teaching materials I record-
ed last year. I’ve also discovered that the first Connections I edited was March 9 years ago—
some have been involved for longer. We would welcome new members of  the team. Guest edi-
tors are also welcome to compile a single edition.   

Helen Heath 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SygBcTDRNiU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOBZUIWT8jI
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At the start of Lent David posed us a number of questions in his sermon. I invited responses to the 
questions below.  

In those days Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee 

Where am I from? How has this shaped me? 

from Nazareth of Galilee and was baptized by John in the Jordan. 

What has my journey been to this point? Who has travelled with me? 

‘You are my Son, the Beloved; with you I am well pleased.’ 

Do I know myself as beloved? How do I feel about this? 

He was in the wilderness for forty days, tempted by Satan; 

Where or what is the wilderness for me? What are my temptations? 

he was with the wild beasts and the angels waited on him 

What ‘wild beasts’ are with me? Who or what are my angels? 

Jesus came to Galilee, proclaiming the good news of God 

What is good news? What is Jesus inviting me to see with new eyes? Where do I notice the kingdom that 

With the wild beasts 
 
He was with the wild beasts; and the angels waited on him. Mark 1.13 
What ‘wild beasts’ are with me? Who or what are my angels? 
 
The image of wild beasts with Jesus in the wilderness reminds me of the second and third verses of this 
lovely poem by Wendell Berry - one of his Sabbath sequence of poems: 
 
The poem speaks of beholding ‘what is afraid of me’ and ‘what I am afraid of’ - this surely is wilderness, 
and wildness. All those things we can’t tame, and all that is untamed within us. 
 
Let me bring this closer to home: one of our cats - Rose - is, to say the least, suspicious of me. She sits on 
everyone’s lap but mine and even slight movements on my part can make her dart to the other end of 
the house. Apparently is because I’m usually hurrying about (what - me!) 
 
Here she is, accompanied by the book Sabbath by Nicola Slee that explores themes in Wendell Berry’s 
poem. Rose has become my challenge to slow down - to stop for long enough to allow what she fears in 
me to ‘live a while in my sight’. What else, and who else, Rose makes me wonder, is for some reason 
afraid of me?  
 
What or who else does my life, my actions and choices cause alarm to? Stopping and asking these ques-
tions can be uncomfortable. It may be easier to identify what we are afraid of; but thinking of what or 
who might be afraid of us, of me, takes me to that place of uncomfortable power and privilege that set 
me apart from much of humanity and most of the natural world. 
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I go among trees and sit still. 

All my stirring becomes quiet 

around me like circles on water. 
My tasks lie in their places 
where I left them, asleep like 
cattle. 
 
Then what is afraid of me 
comes 
and lives a while in my sight. 
What it fears in me leaves me, 
and the fear of me leaves it. 
It sings, and I hear its song. 
 
Then what I am afraid of comes. 
I live for a while in its sight. 
What I fear in it leaves it, 
and the fear of it leaves me. 
It sings, and I hear its song. 
 
After days of labor, 
mute in my consternations, 
I hear my song at last, 
and I sing it. As we sing, 
the day turns, the trees move. 
 
Wendell Berry 
Sabbaths I, 1979 

 

 
Wilderness is space to find room to ask difficult and challenging questions; to lay aside the distracting 
comforts, and the comfort of distractions.  
 
The ‘wild animals’ may be as much what is afraid of us, as we are afraid. It’s only in the space of the wil-
derness with time to behold and be with these ‘wild animals’ that we can begin to recognise their faces as 
those of ‘angels’ inviting us to take a better place in relationship to all that we share our life with, our fel-
low creatures in our common home. It’s then that we can hear the song of creation in all its wildness and 
know it as the song of the angels. 
 

David Stephenson 
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Where have I come from? 
 
When I saw this as a theme for Connections I started to remember. 
 
As I was born a year before the outbreak of WW2 I count as a war baby. My earliest memories are of 
playing in the garden and hearing the doodlebugs flying over – we lived in Kent, otherwise known as 
bomb alley. All the time you could hear the droning sound it was ok but if it stopped I had to run into the 
house and hide under the Morrison shelter – a sort of steel table with a bed under it. I never felt in the 
least afraid but I am sure that is due to my mother’s calm exterior. Heaven knows how she felt. I do re-
member her disapproval of the bombing of Dresden and support of Bishop Bell. 
 
Then there was school and ghastly school lunches. Yes, I know that there was still rationing but food at 
home was fine so how come we had “dead rat” and semolina pudding?   
 
People are often asked about influential teachers. I had two: Miss Carne, who was actually Eva Kahn of 
German Jewish extraction who talked to us as adults and we read Goethe’s Faust part 1 amongst other A 
level texts. Sadly, literature seems to play little part in A level nowadays. Secondly Miss Wolverson who 
was very tall and thin and rather terrifying in some ways but a marvellous R.E.teacher. In the days when 
church was a fairly dreary experience and my confirmation was a singularly unimpressive experience I 
was thrilled when she explained to us that there were different ways of reading and understanding and 
that one could question. I clearly remember her saying that she could not understand why anyone would 
want to add a cubit to their stature – a sentiment I wholeheartedly endorsed being very tall for those 
days. 
 
Things which engaged us at the time were: Was the bombing of Nagasaki and Hiroshima justified? The 
death penalty and, for me the self-congratulatory nature of the Armistice celebration which caused my 
first serious disagreement with my parents. I do believe that having had a secure childhood I was able to 
cope reasonably well with some rocky times. 
 
I was a beneficiary of the Grammar School system but when I got to University I was totally unprepared 
for meeting people with strange accents and different coloured skin – let alone the opposite sex. 
 My life seems to have fallen into three sections: the first 24 years, then teaching for 35 years when Roger 
was a huge support when I often used to come home in despair and now nearly 25 years of retirement. 
Which is best? Well, I am content now although still not fully in control of my temper or my moments of 
depression. Cotham Parish Church, which I discovered in 1986, has provided comfort, shelter, friends and 
enlightenment.  
 
Need I mention this last year which has brought so much change? 
 

Mary I. 
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EARTH WIND FIRE WATER  
Having suggested this as an idea for an art project to share among us.... 
 
It’s always hard to start a project, especially in isolation, or if there are more pressing things to do I find. 
Sometimes it just means taking out the materials - anything to hand, and playing around without thinking 
and getting absorbed. Something comes of it - often surprising. It’s just a matter of having faith and see-
ing what turns out. 

 

 
You’re welcome to contact me to have a chat about the project. Sara 
Email:  sara@sara-easby.com 
 

mailto:sara@sara-easby.com
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Flight into freedom 

When we had our kitchen remodelled about 10 years ago, our builders stripped away the plasterboard 

hiding what we had assumed to have been an RSJ put in to strengthen the house when Somerset Street 

was saved from the wrecking ball and renovated in the early 1970s. However, what was revealed instead 

was a huge wooden beam that must have been put in by the original builders in 1832. (Our house, 21a, 

started out as the extension of the house next door: no. 21 was once the vicarage for St James’ Barton 

and the story goes that, at that time, the incumbent had around a dozen daughters – he needed an exten-

sion to accommodate them all. The extension was turned into a separate dwelling only about 50 years 

ago.) 

We immediately knew that we wanted to make the beam a 

feature of the new kitchen, but it was damaged in parts and 

needed repair. We discovered that the wood was pitch pine 

– a rich red pine that grows in central America and the Car-

ibbean; it would probably have been originally brought to 

this country for ship-building, as its high resin content pre-

serves it from decay. Our resourceful builders sourced a 

beam from a reclamation centre that had come from a re-

cently-demolished 200-year old manor house in Aust. Even 

though we needed only a small amount to make good our 

beam, we had to buy the whole enormous (and expensive!) 

piece. A count of the rings indicated that it was well over 

150 years old – I was thrilled with the idea that the tree had 

probably been alive at the same time as Shakespeare.  

Once the beam in the kitchen had been skilfully patched, 

the remaining length of beam was put outside and sat on 

our terrace. As far as I was concerned, it was very much In 

The Way, and I tried to camouflage it with plant pots. Paul, 

however, always knew it had potential. 

A couple of years ago, Paul announced that he wanted to gift me a special present – a composite to mark 

a couple of birthdays and Christmases, the award of my PhD and our forthcoming 25th wedding anniver-

sary. He had commissioned a local wood carver, Daniel Bendel, to make something beautiful out of the 

beam to put in our garden, and I was at liberty to choose what it was to become.  

It was hugely exciting to work with Daniel on the project. We initially thought about carving different 

birds and animals to represent the wildlife that visits our garden, but then Daniel was inspired with the 

idea that developed into the carvings shown here. He made sketches and drawings which we discussed at 

length, then he modelled a series of clay maquettes, using his partner was the model, before he com-

menced the carving.  

I visited Daniel several times in his studio as the carvings took shape, and he kept me up to date with his 

progress with photos. Coronavirus meant that the work took much longer than originally planned, but the 

anticipation only made the outcome even more special. I had the joy of collecting them last week.  
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I am now in love with this new member of our family. I love the 

way that the rings in the wood have become the highlights in the 

woman’s hair, stripes on her dress, feathers on a bird. The scent 

of the resin is sweet and cedar-like. 

Yet the simple story of a young woman releasing a bird has 

deeper symbolism, given this last strange year. She signifies so 

much – the release of souls lost to Covid-19; the hope we all feel 

now as we tentatively approach the end of lockdown; the new 

freedom of our adopted Syrian family; the peace symbolised by 

the flight of a dove; our collective longing for liberty and open-

ness.  

Lorna Robinson 
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Press Release: Churches call MPs to back the Climate and Ecological Emer-

gency Bill—March 29th 

 

Last week, churches across the UK demonstrated their support for the Climate and Ecological Emergency 

Bill by taking part in a nationwide banner drop and twitter storm.  

Last Friday (26 March), the date of the (now postponed) Second Reading of the Bill in parliament, brightly 

coloured banners were dropped from church buildings calling on MPs to ‘Back the Climate and Ecological 

Emergency Bill’. Tweets sharing banner images made #CEEBill trend at number one on Twitter for UK Pol-

itics.  

Drafted by scientists, legal experts, ecological economists and environmentalists, the Bill is designed to 

reverse climate and ecological breakdown. It asks the UK Government to take responsibility for our fair 

share of greenhouse gas emissions, to actively restore biodiverse habitats in the UK and to reduce dam-

age to the environment caused by the production, transportation and disposal of the goods we consume. 

Tabled by Caroline Lucas of the Green Party, the Bill has support of over 100 MPs in 8 political parties, 

representing all parts of the UK.  

Revd Tamsin Merchant of St Mary’s, Hornsey Rise, London, said, ‘It is time for the Government to act and 

seek to implement change to protect this amazing Earth, which God has made. Our current situation 

shows us how we must act now and not delay.’ Green Christian member Poppy Pickard, who attends St 

Mary’s, said, ‘It is so important that the Government takes this on board; there is no time to lose. We 

must do all that we possibly can to protect God's wonderful creation from abuse.’  

Speaking at Lady Saint Mary's Church, Wareham, Revd Hilary Bond said, ‘The bright yellow banner across 

the front of our church is an attempt to encourage our Government to actually fulfil the promises that 

they have already made in respect of taking care of the Earth that we as Christians believe that God made 

and gave to us to look after. The banner is a statement that our church believes taking care of the natural 

environment not only matters, but is an integral part of the expression of our Christian faith.’  

The parishes of St Paul’s Clifton and Cotham, the originators of a motion that led to the Diocese of Bristol 

declaring a Climate Emergency and urging the General Synod of the Church of England to commit to be-

ing carbon neutral by 2030. Revd David Stephenson said, ‘We recognise that we need to continue to take 

meaningful action ourselves and urge others, and especially government, to meaningful action. We be-

lieve that the CEE Bill provides a framework for this kind of action and would enable the UK Government 

to take a genuine lead as hosts of the COP26 conference. The time has to be now to halt the destruction 

of ecosystems and irreversible climate change through global warming.’  

https://greenchristian.org.uk/about/
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Charity of the Month for April – The Halo Trust 

The Halo Trust clears landmines and explosives to make land safe for use 

again. Our gift will go towards clearing mines in Laos. During the Vietnam 

War (known as the American War in Vietnam) the US dropped two million 

tons of bombs on Laos to try and cut off the Ho Chi Minh trail, which was 

used to attack US forces in south Vietnam. As a result, Laos is the most heavily bombed country in histo-

ry relative to the size of its population. Some 80 million ‘bomblets’ from cluster munitions failed to ex-

plode and remain scattered throughout the country, rendering vast swathes of land impossible to culti-

vate and killing or maiming many people. Around 20,000 people—40 per cent of them children—have 

been killed or injured since the war ended.   

In 2019 I visited the UXO (UneXploded Ordnance) museum in Luang Prabang in Laos and learned about 

the extent of the problem. One person is killed almost every day by UXO in Laos, mainly by unexploded 

‘bomblets’ which are difficult to locate and remove. (The use of cluster munitions is now banned by 120 

states.)  

 

In Laos The Halo Trust’s work is focused on Savannaket Province, where 70 per cent of the population 

lives below the poverty line. Most families are almost entirely dependent on growing rice, but unexplod-

ed bombs make cultivating rice potentially life-threatening. Since 2012, The Halo Trust has destroyed 

over 62,000 explosives and taught communities how to recognise and report dangerous items, so fami-

lies no longer need to choose between taking risks or going hungry. In the remote village of Nonsom-

boun, home to over 1,000 people, a 750lb aircraft bomb was unearthed just 20 metres from the nearest 

house. After 53 days of careful planning and team-work between HALO staff and the local community, 

the bomb was safely destroyed with no damage to the village. Thank you for supporting The Halo Trust 

in Laos. 

Sue Hawkins 

A standard cluster bomb con-

tains 680 smaller bombs or 

‘bomblets’ 

https://www.halotrust.org/
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Charity of the Month for May – Womankind 

Run by women for women since 1986, Womankind Bris-

tol Women’s Therapy Centre is an established local 

charity which helps women living in Bristol and the sur-

rounding area to improve their mental health and well-

being, enabling them to have a better quality of life. We aim to reach the most vulnerable and disadvan-

taged groups of women, particularly those with little or no access to community mental health support. 

Our telephone and webchat helpline handles over 5,000 calls and emails a year and is the first point of 

contact for women seeking our services; a third of the callers have suffered sexual abuse/assault, rape, or 

domestic abuse. Our face-to-face services include specialist counselling for survivors of sexual violence, 

trauma counselling for asylum seekers, refugees and trafficked women (with interpreters), specialist 

British Sign Language counselling for women who are Deaf/hard of hearing, outreach therapy in deprived 

areas, group therapy, and a befriending service. 

  

Though our webchat was targeted at younger women and those who are Deaf or hard of hearing, it has 

been particularly useful for women during the pandemic.  Women have been able to express their strug-

gles and receive support even if they lack the privacy to make a phone call, whether because they are cur-

rently in abusive relationships or living in close quarters with others. The need for a discreet means of 

getting in touch has been particularly pronounced under lockdown conditions and we have found our-

selves supporting a number of struggling single mothers as well as women experiencing abuse.  For in-

stance  a young woman who uses the webchat regularly has a past of multiple trauma and lives with se-

vere Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and ongoing suicidal thoughts. Since the start of the pandemic her 

support has been significantly reduced. She used to see her social worker and other professionals regular-

ly; now the majority of her support is phone-only, she rarely sees anyone in person and is really missing 

the contact. Her Obsessive Compulsive Disorder and anxiety are triggered by the pandemic and fears of 

the virus.  Although the webchat is another internet-based form of support, she has been able to use it 

twice weekly to process and manage the difficult feelings arising for her as a result of lockdown condi-

tions. She expresses feeling really ‘close’ to the helpline workers despite the fact that it isn’t face to face 

and says she really appreciates the ‘brain hugs.’ 

Helena Thompson 
Womankind Fundraiser 

  

Click on the logos for more information about the charities we are supporting. 

https://www.womankindbristol.org.uk/
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Personal Ads 

AirBnB bookings for swifts now being taken by Nigel, 
for summer rooms with a view from the heights of 
Cotham's tower! They will be available once Dioce-
san permission is given, and international flights 
from the Congo Basin and W Africa are open. 

Sally Seaman 

Report on the PCC Meeting held on Zoom on January 25th 

 
This meeting had an amazingly long agenda so I shall be brief. 
 
We started with a marvellous prayer of Julian of Norwich which begins 
 
“Help me to remember the Peace of Your Promise when all seems dark.” 
 
We then whizzed ?zoomed? Through the opening business, and then got down to the matters in hand. 
 
1. The Revd. Melanie Otto will become Priest in Charge of St Agnes and St Anne’s. This seems to me to 

be a mammoth job covering St Paul’s and Easton. I am glad she will have help from this Benefice. 
 
2. Hampers will be delivered to the Time Out Teas group on Mothering Sunday 

3. Not having services in church has helped with preparing digital ones. 

4. Foundation is doing well. 

5. Lock down Lent preparations are in hand. 

The future for Halls’ Lettings seems rosy. 

6. There will be a handrail up the tower stairs. 

7. Annie B. is to be re-wired 


